Magnetotelluric (MT) signals are often contaminated with noise from natural or man-made processes that may not fit a normal distribution or are highly correlated. This may lead to serious errors in computed MT transfer functions and result in erroneous interpretation. A substantial improvement is possible when the time-series are presented as clean as possible for further processing. Cleaning of MT time-series is often done by manual editing. Editing of magnetotelluric time-series is subjective in nature and time consuming. Automation of such a process is difficult to achieve by statistical methods. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are widely used to automate processes that require human intelligence. The objective here is to automate MT long-period time-series editing using ANN. A three-layer feed-forward artificial neural network (FANN) was adopted for the problem. As ANN-based techniques are computationally intensive, a novel approach was made, which involves editing of five simultaneously measured MT time-series that have been subdivided into stacks (a stack = 5 × 256 data points). Neural network training was done at two levels. Signal and noise patterns of individual channels were taught first. Five channel parameters along with interchannel correlation and amplitude ratios formed the input for a final network, which predicts the quality of a stack. A large database (5000 traces for pattern training and 900 vectors for interchannel training) was prepared to train the network. There were two error parameters to minimize while training: training error and testing error. Training was stopped when both errors were below an acceptable level. The sensitivity of the neural network to the signal-to-noise ratio and the relative significance of its inputs were tested to ensure that the training was correct. MT time-series from four stations with varying degrees of noise contamination were used to demonstrate the application of the network. The application brought out the ability of the network to pick out signals even in a high-noise environment. This suggest the possibility of automating the editing of MT time-series with artificial neural networks.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
Magnetotelluric (MT) transfer functions are calculated from measurements of horizontal electric and magnetic fields at the surface of the Earth and can image the subsurface electrical conductivity (Cagniard 1953) . Because of the skin depth effect of electromagnetic fields, high-frequency MT transfer functions carry information concerning shallow conductivity structure of the Earth, whereas low-frequency MT transfer functions carry information concerning deeper structure. The relationship between the electric and magnetic fields at the surface of the Earth can be written as
where Z is the complex transfer function tensor, E and H are the Fourier transforms of the electric and magnetic time-series and ω is the radian frequency. Z is usually represented by the MT apparent resistivity
and phase,
for the period T in s, E in mV km −1 and H in nT.
A reliable estimation of magnetotelluric transfer functions depends greatly on the amount of noise in the measured electric and magnetic time-series (Orange 1989) . It is often difficult to obtain noise-free measurements as the method relies on highly variable natural electromagnetic fields. Severe problems are caused by civilization, which produces all kinds of electromagnetic noise. Many methods have been proposed to obtain stable and bias-free MT transfer functions in the presence of noise in measurements (Gamble et al. 1979; Park & Chave 1984; Chave et al. 1987; Chave & Thompson 1989) . Though these methods can reduce errors caused by outliers, a substantial improvement is possible when the data presented are as clean as possible (Junge 1996) . One approach to clean the data involves the manual inspection of the timeseries and the removal of abnormal parts. The visual inspection/editing of magnetotelluric time-series data is time consuming, cost-intensive and subjective in nature. The purpose of this paper is to understand this process and to automate it using artificial neural-network-based techniques.
DATA

Magnetotelluric time-series processing
Magnetotelluric time-series consist of five simultaneously measured components of the Earth's electromagnetic field, i.e. two orthogonal components of horizontal electric fields (E x , E y ) and three orthogonal components of the magnetic field (H x , H y , H z ). The measurements are usually made in wide bands of overlapping frequency ranges, with different sampling intervals. The measurements continue until a sufficient number of stacks (one stack generally consists 128-1024 data points) are obtained. The goal of MT data processing is to obtain the optimum estimates of the elements of Z (minimum bias, minimum variance). The use of traditional spectral analysis together with least-squares estimation is warranted only if the input channels (magnetic fields) are noise-free, the output channel noise has a Gaussian distribution and the MT time-series is stationary (Banks 1998) . In reality most data usually show gross departures from the idealistic model described above. The main sources of noise are geomagnetic phenomena, thunderstorms, cultural interferences and instrument problems. This can result in oscillatory and biased estimates of MT transfer functions. The remote reference technique (Gamble et al. 1979 ) is one way to deal with the local noise in magnetic fields. The reference magnetic field is recorded at a site, which is far outside the coherence range of the local noise. The bias in the magnetic field is eliminated by using the cross-spectrum with the remote site instead of the autopower. Problems caused by non-stationarity of time-series can be addressed by subdividing the time-series (Egbert & Booker 1986; Banks 1998 ) into small segments, estimating transfer functions for each and averaging in a way that discriminates against noisy data segments. Non-Gaussian noise is detected by analysing the distribution of residuals between the observations and the prediction of the least-squares model. Robust estimation of MT transfer functions (Egbert & Booker 1986; Chave et al. 1987) down weights the data sections with such large residuals. However, this technique can still give erroneous results if strongly correlated noise is present during most of the recording time. To deal with such coherent noise, a robust multivariate errors-in-variables (RMEV) estimate was developed by Egbert (1997) . Correlated and uncorrelated noise are separated iteratively, using data from multiple stations. Variants of this technique such as the signal-noise separation (SNS) method and the SNS remote-reference method were presented by Larsen et al. (1996) and Oettinger et al. (2001) . The present paper does not deal with the statistical estimation of MT transfer functions from time-series. Instead, it concentrates on the manual editing of subdivided MT time-series, which usually precedes the estimation of MT transfer functions. Once the time-series has been edited, the estimation of transfer functions is carried out with a conventional technique (discussed in Section 5). We restrict ourselves to long-period MT time-series sampled at a 1 s interval with each stack containing 256 data points.
Signal and noise in magnetotelluric time-series
An exact classification of signal and noise characteristics in magnetotelluric time-series is difficult as their sources may have a similar spectral content. Unfortunately, there are often more noise sources than signal sources. Still, a generalized classification is possible according to the origins of both the signal and the noise. At periods longer than 1 s, the natural electromagnetic field originates in the upper ionosphere and magnetosphere. Random bursts of energy originate in charged particles from the Sun and induce sinusoidal electromagnetic waves in the magnetosphere and ionosphere. The signal amplitude and frequency may vary with the energy and type of activity and there may be a long gap between the arrival of two signal trains. Fig. 1(a) shows some typical magnetotelluric signal patterns.
Magnetotelluric noise sources have been classified as both active and passive (Santarato & Spagnolini 1995) and as mechanical, equipment and electromagnetic (Hatting 1989) . Cultural noise arises from various sources; a major contributor is related to electrical power. This includes current leaks from power lines, electric pumps and electric railways. The leaked current loops back through the ground, thus forming an electromagnetic (EM) dipole source. In longer-period magnetotelluric data, spikes and step-like bursts can result from power sources. Electric channels are more prone to this type of noise. Movements of ferrous metals or other magnetic material in the vicinity of the magnetic field sensor can introduce noise into the magnetic channels. Loosely connected cables can result in spikes and/or dead traces. Wind or sea-generated vibration of the magnetic field sensor will cause random variations in the magnetic channels. Junge (1996) gives a useful review on electromagnetic cultural noise characterization and correction. Any or all of the above noise sources may be present together with the MT signal, resulting in compounded responses in the recorded time-series. Some of the most common MT noise patterns are presented in Fig. 1(b) .
Visual inspection (editing) of magnetotelluric time-series data; why automation?
Manual editing is often the first step in magnetotelluric data processing. The editor examines each stack of time-series and labels it as either good or bad according to its signal/noise character. The bad stacks are removed from further processing. The task involves an intensive amount of pattern recognition. Experience provides a judicial balancing of signal characteristics such as shape, amplitude, frequency and correlation. This process is subjective in nature and the same editor may output differently over long sequences of editing. A rule of thumb is that 'if in doubt throw it out'. If questioned concerning a particular decision, however, the editor may offer a few rules for guidance but can give no obvious systematic reasoning. This constitutes the major time and human resource used in MT data processing. The number of stacks of time-series recorded sometimes runs into hundreds. With several such sessions of recordings from a station and many such MT stations occupied in each survey, there is a pressing need to provide a more robust alternative, which is less time consuming and more objective.
Magnetotelluric noise characterization
Automation of MT time-series editing requires a systematic evaluation of the task performed by the editor. What parameters influence an editing decision? How much importance does the editor give to each parameter? Can it be quantified? As there is no information available in this regard, we undertook an editing evaluation exercise. It involved discussion with different editors and re-analysis of previously edited data and identification of the influence of different parameters in magnetotelluric time-series editing. From the study, we found that the following factors reasonably represent the criteria applied in editing:
(1) signal pattern; (2) signal amplitude; (3) correlation of different field components; (4) general noise level; (5) quantity of MT data available.
When the general noise level is very high and/or the quantity of data available for editing is limited, compromises are made in editing. As these are exceptional cases, we did not include them in our analysis. The first three factors were analysed and each was given an influence percentage. The influence percentage for a particular factor was found by preferential editing using that criterion and comparing results with the regular mode of editing.
Patterns of signal/noise
Pattern controls a major part of decision making. The signal pattern is transient overlapped sinusoids. The noise patterns can be classified as follows.
(1) Spikes: high amplitude, maximum duration for a few data samples. Sometimes a spike is followed by a transient decay. These are commonly power related.
(2) Noise bursts: plateau or step-like appearance spanning hundreds of data samples. In most cases, the quality of signal can be deduced from the signal waveform. This, according to our study, influences 60 per cent of the editing decisions.
Amplitude of signals
Although naturally varying electromagnetic fields exhibit a large variation in their strength, a broad range can be specified. In most cases, the amplitude ratio of orthogonal electric and magnetic signals was found to be a good discriminator. In long-period time-series, the electric field fluctuates within ±100 mV km −1 and the magnetic field fluctuates within ±0.5 nT in a noiseless environment. The channel amplitude may be increased many times in the presence of certain types of noise. The amplitude criterion often gives the most reliable information if the contaminated signal has the same pattern as noise-free signals but an enhanced amplitude. This was found to influence 20 per cent of the decisions.
Correlation between simultaneously measured channels
The electric and magnetic fields are related by a transfer function defined in Section 1. In the ideal case the MT signals should be highly correlated and random noise will reduce the correlation. However, noise can be highly correlated between E and H channels. Noise from power lines especially near 60/50 Hz is an example. In longer-period data, we found the correlation coefficients between orthogonal electric and magnetic fields (E x -H y and E y -H x ) could be a signal discriminator. Correlation was found to influence another 20 per cent of the editing decisions. As the above-described parameters influence the bulk of editing decisions, they were selected as the basis for automation. An automation scheme was developed using an artificial neural network for classification/editing of time-series data.
A RT I F I C I A L N E U R A L N E T W O R K
Why an artificial neural network?
Optimal conventional automation requires a statistical characterization of the noise. This requires an estimation of certain statistical parameters from the data. In other words, the likelihood ratio of signal/noise is replaced by sufficient statistics on the data. The method is simple and appealing. It works very well when the target signal is known and the noise has a normal distribution. However, in most cases noise does not have a normal distribution and the likelihood ratio is a complicated non-linear function of the input data. Garth & Poor (1994) classify geophysical signals as non-Gaussian, unstructured signals as they involve the least amount of detail. Classification of such signals is best done by labelling according to their signal content and presenting them to a pattern recognition scheme. Artificial neural networks (ANN) are an emerging tool that have been applied in many areas of science and engineering where pattern recognition is involved, such as speech and character recognition. The learning and adaptive capabilities of these models make them attractive for application to some problems in geophysics (Calderon-Macias et al. 2000) . The most documented application of ANN in geophysics has been for the automation of seismic data processing and interpretation (Murat & Rudman 1992; McCormack et al. 1993; Fish & Kusuma 1994; Dai & MacBeth 1995) . ANN have also found other applications in geophysics, such as in interpretation of well log data (Winer et al. 1991) , locating subsurface targets from electromagnetic field data (Poulton et al. 1992 ) and prediction of upper atmospheric and ionospheric activities (Lundstedt 1996; Altinay et al. 1997; Koons & Gorney 1991) . More recently, artificial neural networks have been used in magnetotelluric inversion (Zhang & Paulson 1997; Spichak & Popova 2000) .
ANN theory
An artificial neural network is an information processing system composed of a large number of processing elements called neurons, which are modelled on the functions of neurons in the human brain. ANN differ from conventional pattern recognition techniques in their ability to adaptively discriminate or learn through repeated exposure to examples and in their robustness in the presence of high-noise levels. ANN do not require a priori knowledge concerning the noise distribution of the process under study, as do its statistical counterparts. Unlike conventional methods, which incorporate a fixed algorithm to solve a particular problem, ANN perform a mapping, usually non-linear, between the input and output data, which allows the network to acquire important information on the problem being solved. It is these characteristics of neural networks that motivated us to investigate their use in MT data processing.
One of the most widely used types of ANN, the feed-forward artificial neural network (FANN) was used in the present study. Its architecture is outlined in Fig. 2 . It consists of a layer of neurons that accept various inputs (the input layer). These inputs are fed to further layers of neurons (hidden layers) and ultimately to the output layer, which produces a response. The aim of the technique is to train the network such that its response to a given set of inputs is as close as possible to a desired output. A number of algorithms are available for training a neural network. Back propagation is the most popular training algorithm (Werbos 1990 ) and was used in the current study. During FANN training, each hidden and output neuron process inputs by multiplying each input by its weights. The products are summed and processed using an activation function, here, a sigmoid function Figure 2 . A simple three-layer feed-forward neural network. The data are processed at each neuron in the layers. Each neuron performs a summing of inputs multiplied with a weight parameter and outputs the data through its sigmoid transfer function.
to produce an output with reasonable discriminating power. The neural network learns by modifying the weights of the neurons in response to the errors between the actual and targeted output values. For a given set or vector of N inputs (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), the output of node j is computed as
where W ji is the weight of the connection between the ith and jth neurons. The learning rule for the adjustments in the weight between neurons i and j is expressed as
where o i is either the output of node i or an input, η is a positive constant called the learning rate and δ j is the error term of node j. Thus
where
and
Here, y j is the target value for the jth node and o j is the output for the jth node. The value δ j is computed as
if the node is not an output unit. To improve the convergence characteristics, a momentum gain β is added to the weight correction term, which stabilizes oscillations during the learning process (Boadu 1998) , i.e.
where n is the iteration index. The training of the network is complete if the convergence of weighting coefficients has been achieved. The convergence criterion requires that the sum square error at the output must be less than a desired tolerable error (Luo & Unbehauen 1997) .
While training a network, we start with arbitrary values for the weights W ji . It is usual to choose random numbers in the range −1 to 1. Next, we calculate the outputs (O) and errors (E) for that set of weights. Then we calculate the derivatives of E with respect to all of the weights (eq. 7). If increasing a given weight would lead to more error, we adjust the weight downwards. If increasing a weight leads to a reduced error, it is adjusted upwards. After adjusting all the weights up or down, we start all over again, and keep going through this process until the error is close to zero. The sequence of presenting the entire training database, calculating the network response, comparing the result with the assigned class, propagating the error backwards and adjusting the weights is called an epoch. A few thousand such training epochs are usually required by a neural network to reach zero error. However, if the number of training patterns exceeds the number of weights in the network it may not be possible for the sum squared error (SSE) to reach zero.
DATA A NA LYS I S
Network engineering
As a the massive interconnectivity and inherent non-linearity of the neural network requires significant computing resources, dedicated mainframe computers and workstations were traditionally used for neural network training. Most of the applications utilizing ANN in geophysics deal with single-channel data using a small sliding window moving along the time-series. The current application, where five channels of data, each containing 256 points, were to be classified simultaneously, posed a major challenge. A novel approach was made to accommodate multichannel data so that all the computing could be done on a PC. Fig. 3 gives a schematic representation of the data flow. This method can be used for any multivariate signal detection scheme. As the signal shape and pattern controls a major part of the editing decisions, attention was focused on this part of the analysis. We also included interchannel parameters, such as amplitude ratios and correlation coefficients for neural network training. The signal detection scheme was divided into two steps.
(a) Detection of the patterns of individual channels: patterns of individual channels were evaluated using a neural network. Within each stack (256 points) of five channels, we classified the pattern of each channel successively. Thus pattern detection of a single stack resulted in five values corresponding to the five channels.
(b) Detection of interchannel parameters: amplitude ratios (E x /H y , E y /H x ) and correlation coefficients between channels were computed. These parameters, along with the pattern quality data from step (a), formed the inputs for another neural network. Output from this network indicates the overall quality of that data stack.
This separation provided us with the flexibility and ease of operation on a small computer, without having to compromise on network performance. 
Pattern training
Data used
Selecting an appropriate training data set is one of the most critical steps in successful training. How many patterns are required in training? How many patterns should be dominated by signal and how many by noise? A rule of thumb is that the patterns in the training set should cover the main categories of signal and noise. The signal pattern should represent the typical features of a signal with different frequency characteristics. Obviously, there are more noise patterns than signal patterns (Zhao & Takano 1999) .
With an input data space of 256, the number of exemplars required to train a neural network was large (>1000 sets). This required us to search for and select a large number of time-series segments. 1200 sets of MT long-period time-series data stacks (256 s length for each stack) were collected from different data sets giving 6000 traces.
Pre-processing
Each channel was corrected for trend and bias and normalized between 1 and 0. The data segments were then manually classified and assigned a value between 0.9 and 0.1, depending on quality. The label varied between 0.1 (bad) and 0.9 (good) depending on the pattern quality of the data. There is no fixed generic relationship between the label and quality (one could also have set the labels in the reverse order). Out of the classified time-series segments, 5000 extreme cases were selected for training. This set contained 2500 very good and 2500 very bad data samples. Care was taken to include all categories of signal and noise patterns generally found in MT time-series. The database was shuffled to have a random distribution of good and bad data samples for training. From this database 3000 exemplars (training vectors) were kept for training and the rest, for testing.
FANN training
The network was presented with the training database of 3000 time-series segments. Training was done with different values of learning rate (η) and momentum gain (β) for different epochs (defined in Section 3.2). Training typically took 60 min to complete 1000 epochs on a 500 MHz PC. The longer time for training hampered effective interaction with the process and limited an exhaustive search for the optimum network configuration (i.e. to optimize η, β and the number of hidden neurons). A transform of the input data was sought, which would preserve the essential information concerning the signal while reducing the dimensionality of the input space. For this, the time-series was Fourier transformed, after applying a cosine taper to both ends. To test whether the amplitude spectra alone could be used as a discriminator, the spectra of good and bad signals in the entire training database were stacked separately. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , there is a clear difference between the two types. Noise generally raises the spectral power at higher frequencies, whereas the signal has more power at lower frequencies. Amplitude spectra were used for further training. A fast Fourier transform (FFT) enabled us to reduce the number of input data from 256 to 128. Training was attempted with different subsets of spectral harmonics by removing the highest-frequency elements successively. The first 100 harmonics were found to be sufficient and the training time was considerably reduced (20 min). The sum squared error as a function of epoch for the final training is plotted in Fig. 5(a) neural network training, more importance is given to how the network performs on novel (non-training) data than the SSE of the training itself. FANN on test samples (samples that were not used for training) gave 94 per cent (472/500) correct classification ( Fig. 5b) with η = 0.09, β = 0.1 and 10 hidden neurons. As observed by Dai & MacBeth (1995) although this solution was considered optimal for the current application, further architecture optimization could undoubtedly be achieved by a more exhaustive search procedure on a more powerful computer.
Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity of the neural network to the signal-to-noise ratio was examined using the following analysis. A time-series of 256 points with high signal content was mixed with a normally distributed random noise series. The trained neural network was assigned to classify the signal. In each run the signal content was changed with a small increment so that it covered the range 0-100 per cent. The network steadily gave values near to 0 (Fig. 6 ) until the signal content reached 60 per cent. The output changes to higher values as the signal content exceeds 60 per cent and asymptotes to 1 after it is 80 per cent. It is now evident that the network is able to detect signals if the signal content is more than 70 per cent. Another interesting aspect is the narrow region of high variance (when the signal content is between 65 and 75 per cent) in the output. A thorough analysis with noise of other distributions was beyond the scope of the present study.
Interchannel training
Here, a separate neural network was trained with the interchannel parameters (explained in Section 4.1). As we wanted to keep this as the final step in determining the overall quality of the stack, we also included the five pattern quality values predicted by the first step as an input. The inputs to the network were:
(1) five pattern quality values from the earlier network; (2) two amplitude ratios (E x /H y and E y /H x ); and (3) two correlation parameters (E x -H y and E y -H x ).
The data
To train the network, 900 stacks were selected from different data sets (five channels, with 256 data points each). Care was taken to include an equal number of signal and noise segments. Each stack was manually inspected to assign a class vector 0.1 or 0.9 depending on its overall signal quality, as explained previously. A training database was constituted as follows.
(1) We used the trained FANN to classify the patterns of the five simultaneously measured channels within each stack. The output of this processing varied between 0.0 (bad) and 1.0 (good). Fig. 7(a) shows the pattern classes for E x and E y channels versus the stack numbers. The broken bar below the graph indicates the manually assigned stack class (black good; white, bad). An excellent correlation between the manually assigned stack class and the pattern class of individual channels computed from FANN processing is evident. This justifies our earlier comment that signal discrimination largely depends on the pattern of time-series signals.
(2) As the amplitude ratios between the orthogonal electric and magnetic field were found to be another signal discriminator, the two ratios were included in the training database. Furthermore, in order to keep the values within 0 and 1.0 (as necessitated by the sigmoid function) they were normalized as
where E x , E y , H x and H y are simple ranges of amplitude (maximum-minimum) of respective channels for a stack. As plotted in Fig. 7(b) , the ratios vary considerably and a direct correlation with the signal class is impossible. We retained this parameter for training, as it adds another dimension to the input data.
(3) Correlation coefficients between orthogonal electric and magnetic fields (E x -H y and E y -H x ) were calculated for each stack. The correlation coefficient r (τ ) (Molyneux & Schmitt 1999) between two vectors X and Y (t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n) is given by Figure 7 . Pattern, amplitude ratios and correlation coefficients of 900 stacks that form the database for interchannel training and testing. The thick line is the running average over 10 points. The broken bar indicates the overall stack quality: black good (0.9) and white bad (0.1). (a) E x (squares) and E y (triangles) pattern quality predicted as a function of the stack number. (b) E x -H y (squares) and E y -H x (triangles) amplitude ratio. (c) The correlation coefficients of E x to H y (squares) and E y to H x (triangles).
A value of r = 1 indicates perfect positive correlation between two vectors; r = 0 indicates no correlation, meaning the vectors are not similar; r = −1 indicates anticorrelation (meaning two vectors are of same shape but of opposite polarity). The correlation coefficients for all the 900 windows are plotted in Fig. 7(c) . The squares represent E x -H y correlations and diamonds represent the E y -H x correlations. Most of the E x -H y coefficients are distributed between 0.2 and 0.6, whereas the E y -H x distribution is between −0.2 and −0.6. It can be clearly seen that the signal class is 0.9 (a good quality signal) when E x -H y and E y -H x coefficients are well separated (when they are closer to ±1).
FANN training
The training database thus prepared was a 9 × 900 matrix. The rows were shuffled to produce a random distribution. Around 70 per cent of the database was used for training the neural network and the remaining 30 per cent was used for testing. As the input vector is only of length 9, the training procedure was rather simple compared with the pattern training. A three-layer feed-forward network was trained with nine neurons in the input layer, two nodes in the hidden layer and one node in the output layer. The momentum gain β was set to 0.1 and we experimented with the learning rate (η) and the number of hidden-layer nodes. Each training consisted of 5000 epochs and took 7-10 min to complete. As the training progressed, the number of hidden layer nodes was reduced to one. The training stopped when the sum squared error was 7.9 for 650 samples with η = 0.09. Fig. 8(a) shows the SSE as a function of epoch for the final training. On simulating the network using the test data, SSE was 3.72 (i.e. 0.1222 per vector). Fig. 8(b) shows the deviation of the network-predicted signal class values from the manually classified values. It can be seen that the network classification was successful.
Relative significance of the input
The network was fully trained to classify MT signals. To find the relative importance of the nine inputs (five-pattern classes, two correlations and two amplitude ratios) to the FANN, a validation training was carried out. On each run, the particular input of interest was set to nil Relative significance of various inputs to the networks, namely amplitude ratios (A1 and A2), correlation coefficients (C1 and C2) and five-pattern qualities (E x , E y , H x , H y and H z ). The error deviation against each input is a measure of its significance to the neural network.
throughout the run. This resulted in a greater error compared with the original training using non-zero inputs. The extent of departure from the previous error is considered as the relative significance (Altinay et al. 1997) of that particular point for the neural network. As can be seen in Fig. 9 , patterns of E x , H y , E y and H x are dominant in the neural network response, followed by the correlation parameters. The pattern of H z and amplitude ratios have the least influence on the neural network. This roughly agrees with our earlier classification of the factors influencing editing decisions, but with two surprises. The first is the relative insignificance of E y as compared with E x . As the database for training was equally biased to all five channels, it was not the result of faulty training. The excellent performance of the neural network on test data also proves this. Second is the low influence of the amplitude parameters. While formulating the problem, we gave both amplitude and correlation equal weight, but the training results disprove it. As the testing sessions proved the discrimination capability of FANN, we stopped further training.
A P P L I C AT I O N
We applied the FANN-based signal detection scheme to four MT long-period time-series sets collected in different noise environments (G12, VP12, JN10 and TT8). Station G12 is the least contaminated with noise, followed by VP12 and JN10. Station TT8 is situated in a major industrial belt in South India (Harinarayana et al. 2001) and is the most affected by noise. All four data sets were subjected to three types of editing: (1) blind editing, (2) FANN-based editing and (3) manual editing by a third person. Matrices of auto-and cross-spectra were computed for each target frequency over a small frequency band. To compute average MT transfer functions from the set of available observations, we used the coherence between measured and predicted channels as a discriminator. An acceptance factor of 0.7 was used, which resulted in selecting 70 per cent of the available matrices, in the order of highest coherence. The choice of the somewhat old-fashioned algorithm is justified, as it allowed us to show the efficacy of neural-network-based editing. Moreover, the algorithm does not interfere too much with the data selected. MT apparent resistivity (ρ) and phase (φ) derived from the three modes of editing are plotted for comparison. G12:The station was located over the basaltic province in western India. 192 stacks were available for processing. The time-series was generally noise-free with long-period geomagnetic pulsations (sinusoids). The occasional spikes were smaller than the waveforms within which they occur. Fig. 10(a) shows MT apparent resistivity and phase computed from all available stacks (192) . The curve is quite smooth and without deviation, suggesting that the time-series were relatively noise-free. Neither FANN-based editing (selected 157 stacks) nor manual editing (selected 150 stacks) improved the curve significantly. Results are given in Figs 10(b) and (c). A small number of noisy segments were easily rejected by the coherence-based estimator, without any need of editing.
VP12: This station was located in the granulite province of South India. A total of 352 stacks were recorded. Almost half of the stacks carried spikes and step-like features originating from submersible electric pumps and switching of power supplies. The MT apparent resistivity and phase computed from all the stacks are given in Fig. 11(a) . The resistivity (ρ) values, especially between 1.0 and 0.1 Hz are scattered and the phase (φ) is poorly resolved, with both xy and yx modes being equally affected. Fig. 11(b) shows the results of FANN-based editing (140 stacks selected), where, both apparent resistivity and phase are better resolved. An improvement is clearly evident in the 1.0-0.1 Hz range. Manual editing resulted in selecting 127 stacks and the computed apparent resistivity and phase are similar to FANN editing (Fig. 11c) . JN10: this site was also located in the same region as VP12, but with more noise in the data. The effect of the noise is evident in the apparent resistivity curves computed from all the stacks (Fig. 12a) . The phase is also affected in the range 1-0.1 Hz. The neural editing picked 80 stacks out of 256 available and gave a better estimate, as shown in Fig. 12(b) . A less rigorous manual editing picked 107 stacks and gave a similar result (Fig. 12c) .
TT8: This station was the most affected by noise. Both electric channels, especially E x , were affected by noise originating from an industrial belt nearby. Increased spike activity was observed in all channels. The MT apparent resistivity and phase computed (Fig. 13a ) from all 256 stacks available gave a very distorted picture. Both xy and yx components were poorly resolved. Significant improvement was made by FANN editing (Fig. 13b) , which selected 67 stacks out of 256. The yx component is now smooth and relatively error-free. The xy component is also improved except near 0.1 Hz. Almost the same result is produced by manual editing (69/256) as shown in Fig. 13(c) . The stacks picked by neural network and manual editing are compared in Fig. 14. Overall the pickings match quite well. Deviation between the two editing schemes is evident for a few picks between stack numbers 150-180. Between these there are stacks with moderate to low signal content, which were accepted by manual editing but rejected by neural editing.
D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N
The application of FANN-based editing to magnetotelluric time-series has shown interesting results. In a low-noise environment such as station G12, the network editing produces results almost similar to blind editing using all stacks. On these data, a simple coherence-based estimator produces satisfactory results. The advantage of FANN-based editing is demonstrated in moderate to high-noise environments such as stations VP12, JN10 and TT8. The inherent ability of a neural network to pick out signal patterns in high-noise environments is demonstrated here. In such cases it approximates human intelligence, established from the fact that the neural-network-based editing gives a result similar to manual editing. These results satisfy the objective of the current work, i.e. to provide a robust alternative to manual editing of magnetotelluric time-series. However, different norms of signal classification are needed in each band of measurement. Based on this experiment, we believe that neural network editing has the potential to automate MT time-series editing, efficiently and reliably. The scheme could be adapted to cover the entire MT frequency range and to be incorporated into routine processing to save human time and increase reliability in editing. The current scheme performs approximately 70 000 floating-point operations (flops) per stack for classification. An FFT of five channels alone uses 40 000 flops. If the further computation uses the same spectra, some of the computational redundancy can be removed. It points to the possibility of integrating FANN-based editing into real-time processing of MT data.
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